Diego Bonnefoi
they killed a kid through the back in Bariloche
they killed a kid through the back in Bariloche
they killed a kid through the back in Bariloche
who was called Diego Bonnefoi
who was called Diego Bonnefoi
who was called Diego Bonnefoi
but life goes on the same
but life goes on the same
but life goes on the same
you bought yourself new trainers
you bought yourself new trainers
you bought yourself new trainers
that’s a fact of reality
that’s a fact of reality
that’s a fact of reality
perhaps one day
perhaps one day
perhaps one day
Diego Bonnefoi will come back in electronic music format
Diego Bonnefoi will come back in electronic music format
Diego Bonnefoi will come back in electronic music format
and on the dancefloors in basements across the world
and on the dancefloors in basements across the world
and on the dancefloors in basements across the world
the kids, we’ll put our hands up
the kids, we’ll put our hands up
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the kids, we’ll put our hands up
those who’ve taken ecstasy
those who’ve taken ecstasy
those who’ve taken ecstasy
put your hands up
put your hands up
put your hands up
in memory of Diego Bonnefoi
in memory of Diego Bonnefoi
in memory of Diego Bonnefoi
as a tribute to his back
as a tribute to his back
as a tribute to his back
we dance for that as well
we dance for that as well
we dance for that as well
and across the world there’s a load of kids
and across the world there’s a load of kids
and across the world there’s a load of kids
who don’t dance to come out in the photo
who don’t dance to come out in the photo
who don’t dance to come out in the photo
they dance so that tomorrow
they dance so that tomorrow
they dance so that tomorrow
in the morning the sun comes out shining
in the morning the sun comes out shining
in the morning the sun comes out shining
if possible and if that’s not possible
if possible and if that’s not possible
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if possible and if that’s not possible
so that in this world
so that in this world
so that in this world
there are never again impossible things
there are never again impossible things
there are never again impossible things
so that in this world
so that in this world
so that in this world
and so that in that world
and so that in that world
and so that in that world
there is never again a mountain range
there is never again a mountain range
there is never again a mountain range
of the andes so that there are only
of the andes so that there are only
of the andes so that there are only
facts of reality
facts of reality
facts of reality
happening one after the other
happening one after the other
happening one after the other
and so that Diego Bonnefoi’s back
and so that Diego Bonnefoi’s back
and so that Diego Bonnefoi’s back
may now also
may now also
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may now also
run in the open air
run in the open air
run in the open air
under this shining sun
under this shining sun
under this shining sun
flowers on the slope of spring
flowers on the slope of spring
flowers on the slope of spring

ed note: Diego Bonnefoi was a 15 year old shot by police in Bariloche in June 2010.

—originally published in Palabra Serrantes
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